and here some infos from Pristina Tuesday 15th at noon (fortunately consistent with the one sent by Bernard Lapeyre)

News from Christopher 15/6/99:

1. Context:

Pristina:
Ambience a bit tense because today is last day of withdrawal of serbian troops from sector 1. 2,000 and 20,000 persons vehicles expected to cross Pristina in the coming 24 hours.
Mine incident reported south of Pristina: a civilian woman walked on a mine.

Prizren:
Apparently UCK took control of the city. German troops present. The road to Djakova was not secured yet yesterday but MSF Sp and MSF-F try to reach Djakova today and Pec possibly later.

2. MSF activities:
First mobile clinic set up by MSF B-H in Pristina. Some people in need of hospital care but too much afraid to go to hospital.

International coordination:
No real coordination at the moment. The international CoM post is an empty shell and Christopher refused it.

Hi everybody,

Some informations about MSF in Prizren. Three sections present F/R/Sp

The trip from Morina to Prizren:
The road from Morina to Prizren is not totally controlled by the German. In the middle of the way, the team met a group of Serb militaries mixed with civilians at a check point.
NATO forces don’t seem to have any contact between the different groups (The German have only a map until Djakovica) because after the zone is controlled by the Italians. There is still "zone grise" in term of security.
Prizren is in the hands of UCK. All the Serbs are going to move from Pec to Pristina via Prizren meaning that will be very tensed.

During a meeting this morning, the coordos decided to share the work meaning: The material brought by MSF Sp will be shared by the sections MSF Fand MSF Sp will intend to go together to Djakovica. MSF FSp will evaluate Djakovica and MSF will try to proceed to Pec today

That’s all folks
Bernard